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INSTRUCTIONS
1: Inflate two 12" White Quick Links to 9" and tie 
together into a pair. Repeat to make another pair. 
Twist both pairs together to make a four-balloon 
cluster (see Fig. A).

2: Inflate two 5" White latex to 3½" and tie into 
a pair. Wrap this pair into the center of the cluster 
from Step 1, so that one White balloon is on the 
front and one is on the back.

3: Repeat Steps 1–2 to make eleven more White 
Quick Link clusters with White centers.

4: Inflate three four-balloon clusters of Yellow 
Polka Dot Quick Links sized to 9". Inflate three 
pairs of 5" White latex sized to 3½", and wrap 
each pair into the center of a Quick Link cluster.

5: Inflate two four-balloon clusters of Lime Green, 
two clusters of Robin’s Egg Blue, two clusters of 
Purple Violet, two clusters of Wild Berry, and two
clusters of Orange Polka Dot Quick Links sized to
9". Inflate ten pair of 5" White latex sized to 3½", 
and wrap each pair into the center of a Quick Link 
cluster.

6: Using the tips of the Quick Links, tie together 
five clusters side-by-side to make the top row of 
the wall (see Fig. B). Follow the colors and pattern 
shown to make all five rows of Quick Link clusters.

7: Inflate sixteen pairs of 5" White latex sized to 
3½". Connect all the rows from Step 6 together 
by wrapping a pair around the Quick Link knots 
between each row as shown in the photo. Make 
sure to twist the 3½" balloons completely around 
each other to lock them in place, positioning one 
on the front and one on the back.

8: Tie the tips of the Quick Links together all 
around the outer border of the wall. Carefully 
trim the excess tips.

9: Inflate four four-balloon clusters of 5" White 
latex sized to 3½". Tie one cluster onto each 
corner of the wall using the Quick Link tip.

10: Suspend with monofilament.
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Recipe and image courtesy of  Qualatex®, Wichita, KS.

MATERIALS
48–ea L-12-28

12" White
Quick Links

52–ea L-12-1346
12" Asst. Tropical
Big Polka Dots
Quick Links

98–ea Q-05-28
5" White
Latex Balloons

• 15001
Monofilament

PERFECT for 
creating large or small 

décor, the revolutionary 
design of Quick Links ensures 

the balloon maintains a 
uniform shape regardless 

of which ends are tied 
together–saving time 

+ money!


